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Adrian, Chris & 
Horowitz, Eli

New World 203 What does love feel like beyond death? Jane's husband Jim has just died - or not quite. For Jim, a mild-
mannered chaplain at the hospital where Jane works as a surgeon, has left his body to Polaris, a 
shadowy cryonics organisation that promises to do away with mortality forever. Stranded in the realm of 
the living, reeling from the loss of her husband, Jane sets out to confront Polaris and to discover just 
where, exactly, his body is now. Meanwhile, awake in a strange new world, an afterlife of sorts, his body 
gone but his consciousness intact, Jim learns that the cost of eternal life is higher than he ever could 
have imagined. As the narratives of husband and wife - one alive, one dead; one faithful, one errant - 

Allende, Isobel 314
Alliott, Catherine My husband next door 469 My Husband Next Door. When Ella married the handsome, celebrated artist Sebastian Montclair at just 

nineteen she was madly in love. Now, those blissful years of marriage have turned into the very 
definition of an unconventional set-up. Separated in every way but distance, Sebastian resides in an 
outhouse across the lawn from Ella's ramshackle farmhouse. With an ex-husband living under her nose 

Atkinson, Kate Started Early, Took My Dog Mystery 494 A day like any other for security chief Tracy Waterhouse, until she makes a shocking impulse purchase. 
That one moment of madness is all it takes for Tracy's humdrum wourld to be turned upside down, the 
tedium of everyday life replaced by fear and danger at every turn.

Atwood, Margaret Heart goes last 416 Stan and Charmaine are a married couple trying to stay afloat in the midst of economic and social 
collapse. Living in their car, surviving on tips from Charmaine's job at a dive bar, they're increasingly 
vulnerable to roving gangs and in a rather desperate state. So when they see an advertisement for the 
Positron Project in the town of Consilience - a 'social experiment' offering stable jobs and a home of 
their own - they sign up immediately. All they have to do in return for this suburban paradise is give up 
their freedom every second month, swapping their home for a prison cell. 
At first, all is well. But slowly, unknown to the other, Stan and Charmaine develop a passionate 
obsession with their counterparts, the couple that occupy their home when they are in prison. Soon the 

Ashton, Juliet The Sunday Lunch Club Every few Sundays, Anna and her extended family and friends get together for lunch. They talk, they 
laugh, they bicker, they eat too much. Sometimes the important stuff is left unsaid, other times it's said 
in the wrong way. 

Sitting between her ex-husband and her new lover, Anna is coming to terms with an unexpected 
pregnancy at the age of forty. Also at the table are her ageing grandmother, her promiscuous sister, her 
flamboyantly gay brother and a memory too terrible to contemplate.

Until, that is, a letter arrives from the person Anna scarred all those years ago. Can Anna reconcile her 
painful past with her uncertain future?



Backman, Fredrik A man called Ove 294 A MAN CALLED OVE finally rescued all those men who constantly mean to read novels but never get 
round to it. Crotchety old git Ove argues with neighbours, reluctantly inherits a cat, punches a clown 
and, by the end of the book, has you wanting to hug him. 

Baekman, Fredrick Bear town Beartown is a small town in a large Swedish forest.
For most of the year it is under a thick blanket of snow, experiencing the kind of cold and dark that 
brings people closer together - or pulls them apart.
Its isolation means that Beartown has been slowly shrinking with each passing year. But now the town 
is on the verge of an astonishing revival. A bright new future is just around the corner.
Until the day it is all put in jeopardy by a single, brutal act. 
It divides the town into those who think it should be hushed up and forgotten, and those who'll risk the 
future to see justice done. At last, it falls to one young man to find the courage to speak the truth that it 
seems no one else wants to hear.
With the town's future at stake, no one can stand by or stay silent. Everyone is on one side or the other.

Barbash, Tom The Dakota Winters

Barnett, Laura The versions of us 401 Eva and Jim are nineteen, and students at Cambridge, when their paths first cross in 1958. Jim is 
walking along a lane when a woman approaching him on a bicycle swerves to avoid a dog. What 
happens next will determine the rest of their lives. We follow three different versions of their future - 
together, and apart - as their love story takes on different incarnations and twists and turns to the 
conclusion in the present day.

The Versions of Us is an outstanding debut novel about the choices we make and the different paths 
Bell, David Gone for good Thriller 404 Elizabeth Hampton has not spoken to her mother in weeks when she gets the phone call. Her mother has been 

found dead under suspicious circumstances.
But who would want to kill a kind old woman who stayed at home to care for her son Ronnie's special needs? 
And why did her mother recently change her Will?
The police tell Elizabeth that this is not only a murder investigation - her brother Ronnie is the prime suspect.

Berry, Mary Recipe for life 409 From Queen of Tarts to the nation's heart, Mary Berry shares her Recipe for Life. 'In the words of my 
father, my birth caused no end of trouble...' From the moment she came into the world - two weeks 
early, throwing her parents' lives into disarray - Mary has gracefully but firmly done things her own way. 
Born in 1935, in the city of Bath, Mary's childhood was a curious mix of idyllic picnics and ramblings, 

Betts, Charlotte Apothecary's daughter History 392 1665. Susannah Leyton has grown up behind the counter of her father's apothecary shop in bustling 
Fleet Street. A skilled student - the resinous scents of lavender, rosemary, liquorice and turpentine run 
in her blood - her father has granted her the freedom to pursue her considerable talents. But Susannah 
is dealt a shocking blow when her widowed father marries again, and her new step-mother seems 
determined to remove her from the apothecary shop for good.
A proposal of marriage from the charming Henry Savage seems to offer Susannah an escape. But as 
the plague sweeps through London, tragedy strikes, and dark secrets in her husband's past begin to 
unfold. It will take all of Susannah's courage and passion to save herself from tragedy . . .



Beukes, Lauren The shining girls 407 The jaw-dropping, page-turning, critically-acclaimed book of the year: a serial-killer thriller unlike any 
other from the award-winning Lauren Beukes. 'GONE GIRL has not exactly gone. But THE SHINING 
GIRLS have arrived' (The Times). "It's not my fault. It's yours. You shouldn't shine. You shouldn't make 
me do this." THE GIRL WHO WOULDN'T DIE Kirby is lucky she survived the attack. She is sure there 

Bingham, Harry Talking to the dead A young girl is found dead. A prostitute is murdered. And the strangest, youngest detective in the South 
Wales Major Crimes Unit is about to face the fiercest test of her short career.
A woman and her six-year-old daughter are killed with chilling brutality in a dingy flat. The only clue: the 
platinum bank card of a long-dead tycoon, found amidst the squalor.
DC Griffiths has already proved herself dedicated to the job, but there's another side to her she is less 
keen to reveal. Something to do with a mysterious two-year gap in her CV, her strange inability to cry - 
and a disconcerting familiarity with corpses.
Fiona is desperate to put the past behind her but as more gruesome killings follow, the case leads her 
inexorably back into those dark places in her own mind where another dead girl is waiting to be found . . 

Bivald, Katarina The readers of Broken 
Wheel recommend

Blake, Fanny A summer reunion



Blake, Sam No turning back 245

Bolton, Sharon Dead woman walking Thriller 438 Just before dawn in the hills near the Scottish border, thirteen passengers on a hot-air balloon flight 
witness a brutal murder. Within the next hour, all but one of them will be dead.
Alone, scared and trusting no-one, she flees for her life, running to the one place she feels safe. But 
she's seen the killer's face, and he's seen hers - and he won't rest until he's eliminated the last witness 

Bowen, James A street cat named Bob 275 When James Bowen found an injured, ginger street cat curled up in the hallway of his sheltered 
accommodation, he had no idea just how much his life was about to change. James was living hand to 
mouth on the streets of London and the last thing he needed was a pet.
Yet James couldn't resist helping the strikingly intelligent tom cat, whom he quickly christened Bob. He 
slowly nursed Bob back to health and then sent the cat on his way, imagining he would never see him 
again. But Bob had other ideas.
Soon the two were inseparable and their diverse, comic and occasionally dangerous adventures would 
transform both their lives, slowly healing the scars of each other's troubled pasts.
A Street Cat Named Bob is a moving and uplifting story that will touch the heart of anyone who reads it.

Braithwaite, 
Oyinkam 

My sister, the seriel killer 226

Bray, Carys Song for Issy Bradley 404 From the very first page I was drawn into their world, a fine interweaving of both the familiar domestic 
and - for me, less familiar - religious details. Each member of the family has their own way of bearing 
the burden of sorrow and the resultant test of their faith. The chapters are neatly shared among them in 
order that we learn more from each individual viewpoint. I really enjoyed hearing the different voices 
and particularly liked Alma and Ian. I felt Alma's anger and tension and loved Ian's determined, almost 
desperate, need to cling to his faith. I was so touched by how he fought to keep normal family life going, 
bolstered by the beliefs that he hoped fervently would also uphold everyone else and keep them 

Brockes, Emma She left me the gun 340 When Emma Brockes was ten years old, her mother said 'One day I will tell you the story of my life and 
you will be amazed.' Growing up in a tranquil English village, Emma knew very little of her mother's life 
before her. She knew Paula had grown up in South Africa and had seven siblings. She had been told 
stories about deadly snakes and hailstones the size of golf balls. There was mention, once, of a trial. 
But most of the past was a mystery. When her mother dies of cancer, Emma - by then a successful 

Brown. Liam Wild life 247 When a troubled advertising salesman loses his job, the fragile wall between his public and private 
personas comes tumbling down.  Fleeing his debtors, Adam abandons his family and take to sleeping 
rough in a local park, where a fraternity of homeless men befriend him.  As the months pass, Adam 

Buchan, Elizabeth The museum of broken 
promises

Burnet, Graeme 
Macrae

His Bloody Project Historical & 
Thriller

280 The year is 1869. A brutal triple murder in a remote community in the Scottish Highlands leads to the 
arrest of a young man by the name of Roderick Macrae. A memoir written by the accused makes it 
clear that he is guilty, but it falls to the country s finest legal and psychiatric minds to uncover what 



Burton, Jessie The Muse 441 A picture hides a thousand words . . .
On a hot July day in 1967, Odelle Bastien climbs the stone steps of the Skelton gallery in London, 
knowing that her life is about to change forever. Having struggled to find her place in the city since she 
arrived from Trinidad five years ago, she has been offered a job as a typist under the tutelage of the 
glamorous and enigmatic Marjorie Quick. But though Quick takes Odelle into her confidence, and 
unlocks a potential she didn't know she had, she remains a mystery - no more so than when a lost 
masterpiece with a secret history is delivered to the gallery.
The truth about the painting lies in 1936 and a large house in rural Spain, where Olive Schloss, the 
daughter of a renowned art dealer, is harbouring ambitions of her own. Into this fragile paradise come 

Bussi, Michel Black Water Lilies Thriller 350 This is the story of a mystery, of thirteen days that begin with one murder and end with another. Jérôme 
Morval, a man whose passion for art was matched only by his passion for women, has been found 
dead in the stream that runs through the gardens at Giverny, where Monet did his famous paintings. In 
Jérôme's pocket is a postcard of Monet's Water Lilies with the words: Eleven years old. Happy 
Birthday. 
Entangled in the mystery are three women: a young painting prodigy, the seductive village 
schoolteacher and an old widow who watches over the village from a mill by the stream. All three of 

Camilleri, Andrea Revolution of the moon Historical 230 From the author of the Inspector Montalbano series, the remarkable account of an exceptional woman 
who rises to power in 17th century Sicily and brings about sweeping changes that threaten the 
patriarchy before being cast out during a coup after only 27 days.
Sicily, April 16 1677. From his deathbed, Charles III s viceroy, Anielo de Guzmán y Carafa, marquis of 
Castle Rodrigo, names his wife as his successor. Eleanora de Moura is a highly intelligent and capable 
woman who immediately applies her political acumen to heal the scarred soul of Palermo, a city 
afflicted by poverty, misery and the frequent uprisings that are their consequences.
The Marquees implements measures that include lowering the price of bread, reducing taxes for large 
families, re-opening women s care facilities, and establishing stipends for young couples wishing to 
marry all measures that were considered seditious by the conservative city fathers and by the Church. 
The machinations of powerful men soon result in Donna Eleanora, whom the Church sees as a 
dangerous revolutionary, being recalled to Spain. Her rule lasted 27 days the exact time it takes for the

Cannon, Joanna Three things about Elsie 84-year-old Florence has fallen in her flat at Cherry Tree Home for the Elderly. As she waits to be 
rescued, she considers the charming new resident who looks exactly like a man she once knew – a 
man who died sixty years ago. His arrival has stirred distant memories she and Elsie thought they’d laid 
to rest. Lying prone in the front room, Florence wonders if a terrible secret from her past is about to 

Carey, Peter A long way home 385
Carter, M. J. Strangler Vine Thriller 311 Calcutta 1837. The East India Company rules India - or most of it; and its most notorious and 

celebrated son, Xavier Mountstuart, has gone missing.
William Avery, a down-at-heel junior officer in the Company's army, is sent to find him, in the unlikely 
company of the enigmatic and uncouth Jeremiah Blake. A more mismatched duo couldn't be imagined, 
but they must bury their differences as they are caught up in a search that turns up too many 
unanswered questions and seems bound to end in failure.
What was it that so captivated Mountstuart about the Thugs, the murderous sect of Kali-worshippers 
who strangle innocent travellers by the roadside? Who is Jeremiah Blake and can he be trusted? And 



Chase, Eve Black Rabbit Hall 393 One golden family. One fateful summer. Four lives changed forever.
Amber Alton knows that the hours pass differently at Black Rabbit Hall, her London family's country 
estate where no two clocks read the same. Summers there are perfect, timeless. Not much ever 
happens. Until, one stormy evening in 1968, it does.
The idyllic world of the four Alton children is shattered. Fiercely bonded by the tragic events, they grow 
up fast. But when a glamorous stranger arrives, these loyalties are tested. Forbidden passions simmer. 
And another catastrophe looms...
Decades later, Lorna and her fiancé wind their way through the countryside searching for a wedding 
venue. Lorna is drawn to a beautiful crumbling old house she hazily remembers from her childhood, 
feels a bond she does not understand. When she finds a disturbing message carved into an old oak 
tree by one of the Alton children, she begins to realise that Black Rabbit Hall's secret history is as dark

Chase, Eve The vanishing of Audrey 
Wilde

Chevalier, Tracy Last runaway 369 I have always admired Tracy Chevalier's un-showy brilliance, and this moving story of a young English 
Quaker girl trapped between duty and conscience in 1850s Ohio is the best thing she's written since 
Girl with a Pearl Earring’ Rose Tremain

Clements, 
Katherine

The Coffin Path 375 The Coffin Path – Katherine Clements
Maybe you've heard tales about Scarcross Hall, the house on the old coffin path that winds from village 
to moor top. They say there's something up here, something evil.
Mercy Booth isn't afraid. The moors and Scarcross are her home and lifeblood. But, beneath her 
certainty, small things are beginning to trouble her. Three ancient coins missing from her father's study, 
the shadowy figure out by the gatepost, an unshakeable sense that someone is watching.
When a stranger appears seeking work, Mercy reluctantly takes him in. As their stories entwine, this 
man will change everything. She just can't see it yet.

Cline, Emma The Girls 355 If you’re lost, they’ll find you…
Evie Boyd is fourteen and desperate to be noticed. 
It’s the summer of 1969 and restless, empty days stretch ahead of her. Until she sees them. The girls. 
Hair long and uncombed, jewelry catching the sun. And at their centre, Suzanne, black-haired and 
beautiful.
If not for Suzanne, she might not have gone. But, intoxicated by her and the life she promises, Evie 



Coe, Jonathan Middle England

Cohen, Julie The two lives of Louis & 
Louise

Crown, Jonathan 54 247 In Berlin, he was named Levi: a good Jewish dog with a good Jewish name. 
When his owners fled to America, he became Hercules: star of the silver screen in Hollywood's golden 
age. 
Then he caught the eye of Hitler, who called him Hansi: a pure-bred lapdog, privy to all the Führer's 
secrets. 
But he was known to the Resistance as Sirius: the insider who could bring peace to a world at war. 

Dazieri, Sandrone Kill the Father Thriller 496 The rock cast a sharp, dark shadow over a shape huddled on the ground. Please don’t let it be the boy, 
Colomba thought. Her silent prayer didn’t go unanswered. The corpse belonged to the mother.'
Dante Torre spent eleven young years in captivity - held by a man known only as The Father - before 
outwitting his abductor. Now working for the police force, Torre's methods are unorthodox but his 
brilliance is clear. When a young child goes missing in similar circumstances in Rome, Torre must 
confront the demons of his past to attempt to solve the case.
 Paired with Deputy Captain Colomba Caselli, a fierce, warrior-like detective still reeling from having 

De Vigan, Delphine Based on a true story Based on a true story – Delphine De Vigan
'A wonderful literary trompe l'oeil: a book about friendship, writing and the boundary between reality and 
fantasy ... Dark, smart, strange, compelling' Harriet Lane, bestselling author of HerOverwhelmed by the 
huge success of her latest novel, exhausted and suffering from a crippling inability to write, Delphine 
meets L. L., embodies everything Delphine admires; sophisticated and unusually intuitive, she slowly 
but deliberately carves herself a niche in the writer's life. However, as she makes herself indispensable 
to Delphine, the intensity of this unexpected friendship manifests itself in increasingly sinister ways. And 

Dickens, Charles A Christmas Carol 68 A Christmas Carol is the classic story of how a bitter miser called Ebenezer Scrooge gets re-habilitated 
after being visited by three ghosts. The Ghosts' of Christmas Past, Present and Future show him 
visions of his life and of his influence on the lives of others. On seeing things as they truly are Scrooge 

Dickens, Charles Great Expectations 460 Pip is a boy with few prospects when he stumbles upon a runaway convict called Magwich, who 
convinces Pip to aid his escape.  Little do they know that this innocent act of kindness will have far-
reaching consequences for them both.  Then Pip receives a curious invitation to the grand house of 

Dickens, Charles Little Dorrit 1071 Little Amy Dorrit grows up in the Marshalsea debtors' jail, looking after her father, who has been an 
inmate there for many years.  During the day she goes to work as a seamstress for a strange old lady, 
Mrs Glennam.  When Mrs Glennam's son Arthur returns from abroad and enters Amy's life, her family's 
fortunes change beyond belief.  Soon Amy is plunged into a world of high society, guilty secrets, 



Doughty, Louise Apple Tree Yard 434 Yvonne Carmichael has worked hard to achieve the life she always wanted: a high-flying career in 
genetics, a beautiful home, a good relationship with her husband and their two grown-up children. Then 
one day she meets a stranger at the Houses of Parliament and, on impulse, begins a passionate affair 
with him - a decision that will put everything she values at risk. At first she believes she can keep the 
relationship separate from the rest of her life, but she can't control what happens next. All of her careful 

Douglas, Claire Local girl missing Thriller 372 Twenty years ago
21-year-old Sophie Collier vanishes one night.
She leaves nothing behind but a trainer on the old pier - 
and a hole in the heart of her best friend Francesca.
Now
A body's been found.
And Francesca's drawn back to the seaside town she's tried to forget.
Perhaps the truth of what happened to Sophie will finally come out.
Yet Francesca is beginning to wish she hadn't returned.
Everywhere she turns are ghosts from her past.
The same old faces and familiar haunts of her youth.
But if someone knows what really happened to Sophie that night then now's the time to find out - isn't 
it?
Except sometimes discovering the truth can cost you everything you hold dear - your family your sanity

Dunmore, Helen The Greatcoat 255 It is the winter of 1952, and Isabel Carey is struggling to adjust to the realities of married life in 
Yorkshire.  Isolated and lonely, she is also intensely cold.  And her husband - a doctor - is rarely home.  
And then one night she discovers an old RAF greatcoat in the back of the cupboard.  She puts it on her 

Edwards, Yvvette The Mother 262 Today, Marcia is heading to the Old Bailey. She's going there to do something no mother should ever 
have to do: to attend the trial of the boy accused of her son's murder. 
She's not meant to be that woman; Ryan, her son, wasn't that kind of boy. But Tyson Manley is that kind 
of a boy and, as his trial unfolds, it becomes clear that it's his girlfriend Sweetie who has the answers 
Marcia so badly needs and who can - perhaps - offer Marcia some kind of hope for the future. But 
Sweetie is as scared of Tyson as Ryan should have been and, as Marcia's learned the hard way, 

Engel, Amy Roanoke Girls Thriller 274 Roanoke girls never last long around here. In the end, we either run or we die.'
The girls of the Roanoke family - beautiful, rich, mysterious - seem to have it all. But there's a dark truth 
about them that's never spoken. 
Lane is one of the lucky ones. When she was fifteen, over one long, hot summer at her grandparents' 
estate in rural Kansas, she found out what it really means to be a Roanoke girl. Lane ran, far and fast. 
Until eleven years later, when her cousin Allegra goes missing - and Lane has no choice but to go 
back.

Fallada, Hans Alone in berlin 568 Its Berlin, 1940, and the city is filled with fear. At the house on 55 Jablonski Strasse, its various 
occupants try to live under Nazi rule in their different ways: the bullying Hitler loyalists the Persickes, the 
retired judge Fromm and the unassuming couple Otto and Anna Quangel. Then the Quangels receive 
the news that their beloved son has been killed fighting in France. Shocked out of their quiet existence, 
they begin a silent campaign of defiance, and a deadly game of cat and mouse develops between the 



Filer, Nathan The shock of the fall 314 WINNER OF THE COSTA BOOK OF THE YEAR 2013 'I'll tell you what happened because it will be a 
good way to introduce my brother. His name's Simon. I think you're going to like him. I really do. But in 
a couple of pages he'll be dead. And he was never the same after that.' There are books you can't stop 
reading, which keep you up all night. There are books which let us into the hidden parts of life and 
make them vividly real. There are books which, because of the sheer skill with which every word is 

Fielding, Joy The bad daughter 243

Fitzgerald, Helen The Cry This is longlisted for the Theakstons Old Peculier Crime Novel of the Year Award. He's gone. And 
telling the truth won't bring him back...When a baby goes missing on a lonely roadside in Australia, it 
sets off a police investigation that will become a media sensation and dinner-table talk across the world. 
Lies, rumours and guilt snowball, causing the parents, Joanna and Alistair, to slowly turn against each 
other. Finally Joanna starts thinking the unthinkable: could the truth be even more terrible than she 

Forbes, Michele Ghost Moth 235 GHOST MOTH will transport you to two hot summers, 20 years apart.
Northern Ireland, 1949. Katherine must choose between George Bedford - solid, reliable, devoted 
George - and Tom McKinley, who makes her feel alive.
The reverberations of that summer - of the passions that were spilled, the lies that were told and the 
bargains that were made - still clamour to be heard in 1969. Northern Ireland has become a tinderbox 
but tragedy also lurks closer to home. As Katherine and George struggle to save their marriage and 

Fowler, Karen Joy We are all completely beside 
ourselves

Rosemary doesn't talk very much, and about certain things she's silent.  She has a sister, Fern, her 
whirlwind other half. Who vanished from her life in circumstances she wishes she could forget.  And it's 

Franklin, Tom & 
Fennelly, Beth Ann

Tilted World 332 From the author of Crooked Letter, Crooked Letter - winner of the CWA Gold Dagger Award for Best 
Crime Novel of the Year
April 1927. After months of rain, the Mississippi River has reached dangerous levels and the little town 
of Hobnob is at threat. Residents fear the levee will either explode under the pressure of the water or 
be blown by saboteurs from New Orleans, who wish to save their own city. 
But when an orphaned baby is found the lives of Ingersoll, a blues-playing prohibition agent, and Dixie 
Clay, a bootlegger who is guarding a terrible secret, collide. They can little imagine how events are 

French, Dawn Because of you 404

Fry, Stephen Heroes

Fry, Stephen Mythos: The green Myths 
retold

410



Gale, Patrick A place called winter 354 A shy but privileged elder son, Harry Cane has followed convention at every step. Even the beginnings 
of an illicit, dangerous affair do little to shake the foundations of his muted existence - until the shock of 
discovery and the threat of arrest force him to abandon his wife and child and sign up for emigration to 
Canada.

Remote and unforgiving, his allotted homestead in a place called Winter is a world away from the 
golden suburbs of turn-of-the-century Edwardian England. And yet it is here, isolated in a seemingly 

Gayle, Mike All the lonely people

George, Nina The little Paris bookshop 340 On a beautifully restored barge on the Seine, Jean Perdu runs a bookshop; or rather a 'literary 
apothecary', for this bookseller possesses a rare gift for sensing which books will soothe the troubled 
souls of his customers. 

The only person he is unable to cure, it seems, is himself. He has nursed a broken heart ever since the 
night, twenty-one years ago, when the love of his life fled Paris, leaving behind a handwritten letter that 
he has never dared read. His memories and his love have been gathering dust - until now. The arrival 
of an enigmatic new neighbour in his eccentric apartment building on Rue Montagnard inspires Jean to 

Graham, Laurie Gone with the windsors       403 The hilarious and touching novel from Laurie Graham - the fictional diary of the Queen's best friend in 
pre-war London. Laurie Graham's brilliant novel is the fictional diary of Maybell Brumby, a wealthy 
American widow who arrives in London in 1932 and discovers that an old school friend is in town: 
Bessie Wallis Warfield, now Mrs Ernest Simpson. Maybell and Wally are made for one another. One 
has money and a foothold in high society, courtesy of a sister who married well. The other has ruthless 

Grames, Juliet The seven or eight deaths

Greer, Andrew 
Sean

Less 261

Gregory, Philippa Three Sisters, Three Queens Historical 537 “There is only one bond that I trust: between a woman and her sisters. We never take our eyes off each 
other. In love and in rivalry, we always think of each other.”
    When Katherine of Aragon is brought to the Tudor court as a young bride, the oldest princess, 
Margaret, takes her measure.  With one look, each knows the other for a rival, an ally, a pawn, destined 
– with Margaret’s younger sister Mary – to a sisterhood unique in all the world. The three sisters will 
become the queens of England, Scotland and France.
     United by family loyalties and affections, the three queens find themselves set against each other.  
Katherine commands an army against Margaret and kills her husband James IV of Scotland. But 



Godden, Salena Mrs Death misses death

Hannah, Sophie Haven't they grown

Haig, Matt The Midnight library

Hendrik, Groen The secret diary of hendrik 
groen

The hilarious international bestselling novel that has had pensioners ditching their sticks and zimmers 
to follow the age-defying, youth inducing antics inside The Secret Diary of Hendrik Groen, 83 ¼ Years 
Old . . .

'Terrific. This geriatric Adrian Mole made me laugh' Woman and Home

'Funny and touching' BBC Radio 4

Meet Hendrik Groen. An octogenarian in a care home who has no intention of doing what he's told, or 
dying quietly. To that end, he creates the Old-But-Not-Dead Club and with his fellow members sets 
about living his final years with careless abandon. Such anarchism infuriates the care home director but

Haig, Matt The Humans 291 After an 'incident' one wet Friday night where Professor Andrew Martin is found walking naked through 
the streets of Cambridge, he is not feeling quite himself. Food sickens him. Clothes confound him. 
Even his loving wife and teenage son are repulsive to him. He feels lost amongst a crazy alien species 
and hates everyone on the planet. Everyone, that is, except Newton, and he's a dog. 
What could possibly make someone change their mind about the human race. . . ?

Hamilton, Patrick Hangover Square 405 London, 1939, and in the grimy publands of Earls Court, George Harvey Bone is pursuing a helpless 
infatuation. Netta is cool, contemptuous and hopelessly desirable to George. George is adrift in a 
drunken hell, except in his 'dead' moments, when something goes click in his head and he realises, 
without a doubt, that he must kill her. In the darkly comic Hangover Square Patrick Hamilton brilliantly 
evokes a seedy, fog-bound world of saloon bars, lodging houses and boozing philosophers, 

Sophie, Hannah Monogram murders Crime 373 “Both faithful to the character and an entirely worthy addition to the canon. The plot is as tricky as 
anything written by Agatha Christie. Nothing is obvious or predictable in this very difficult Sudoku of a 
novel. The Monogram Murders has a life and freshness of its own. Poirot is still Poirot. Poirot is 
back.”― Alexander McCall Smith in The New York Times



Harris, Robert Fatherland Thriller 502 Fatherland is set in an alternative world where Hitler has won the Second World War. It is April 1964 
and one week before Hitler's 75th birthday. Xavier March, a detective of the Kriminalpolizei, is called 
out to investigate the discovery of a dead body in a lake near Berlin's most prestigious suburb. As 
March discovers the identity of the body, he uncovers signs of a conspiracy that could go to the very top 

Harrison, A. S. A. Silent Wife Thriller 372 Having nothing left to lose changes everything.
Todd and Jodie have been together for more than twenty years. They are both aware their world is in 
crisis, though neither is willing to admit it. 
Todd is living a dual existence, while Jodie is living in denial. But she also likes to settle scores. When it 
becomes clear their affluent Chicago lifestyle could disintegrate at any moment, Jodie knows everything 
is at stake. It's only now she will discover just how much she's truly capable of...

Harrison, Melissa All among the barley 331

Hawking, Jane Travelling To Infinity 487 In this compelling memoir his first wife, Jane Hawking, relates the inside story of their extraordinary 
marriage. As Stephen's academic renown soared, his body was collapsing under the assaults of motor 
neurone disease, and Jane's candid account of trying to balance his 24-hour care with the needs of 
their growing family will be inspirational to anyone dealing with family illness. The inner-strength of the 
author, and the self-evident character and achievements of her husband, make for an incredible tale 
that is always presented with unflinching honesty; the author's candour is no less evident when the 
marriage finally ends in a high-profile meltdown, with Stephen leaving Jane for one of his nurses, while 

Hawley, Noah Before the Fall Thriller 376 On a foggy summer night, eleven people--ten privileged, one down-on-his-luck painter--depart Martha's 
Vineyard on a private jet headed for New York. Sixteen minutes later, the unthinkable happens: the 
plane plunges into the ocean. The only survivors are the painter Scott Burroughs and a four-year-old 
boy, who is now the last remaining member of an immensely wealthy and powerful media mogul's 
family. Was it by chance that so many influential people perished? Or was something more sinister at 
work? A storm of media attention brings Scott fame that quickly morphs into notoriety and accusations, 

Hayes, Samantha Until you're mine 408 You're alone. You're vulnerable. And you have something that someone else wants. At any cost...If you 
liked Before I Go To Sleep, you'll love this gripping psychological thriller. Claudia seems to have the 
perfect life. She's heavily pregnant with a much wanted baby, she has a loving husband, and a beautiful 
home. And then Zoe steps into her life. Zoe has come to help Claudia when her baby arrives. But 

Haynes, Elizabeth Never Alone 354 Sarah Carpenter lives in an isolated farmhouse in North Yorkshire and for the first time, after the death 
of her husband some years ago and her children, Louis and Kitty, leaving for university, she s living 
alone. But she doesn t consider herself lonely. She has two dogs, a wide network of friends and the 
support of her best friend, Sophie.
When an old acquaintance, Aiden Beck, needs somewhere to stay for a while, Sarah s cottage seems 
ideal; and renewing her relationship with Aiden gives her a reason to smile again. It s supposed to be 
temporary, but not everyone is comfortable with the arrangement: her children are wary of his motives, 
and Will Brewer, an old friend of her son s, seems to have taken it upon himself to check up on Sarah 



Haynes, Natalie Children of Jocasta 325 In Children of Jocasta, Natalie Haynes reimagines the Oedipus and Antigone stories from the 
perspectives of two of the women who have often been overlooked; retelling the myth to reveal a new 
side of an ancient story.
When you have grown up as I have, there is no security in not knowing things, in avoiding the ugliest 
truths because they can't be faced . . . Because that is what happened the last time, and that is why my 
siblings and I have grown up in a cursed house, children of cursed parents . . .
Jocasta is just fifteen when she is told that she must marry the King of Thebes, an old man she has 
never met. Her life has never been her own, and nor will it be, unless she outlives her strange, absent 
husband.
Ismene is the same age when she is attacked in the palace she calls home. Since the day of her

Healey, Emma Elizabeth is Missing 275 This is an amazing book - poignant without being maudlin or sentimental and plotted beautifully. I 
couldn't put it down. It is told from the point of view of Maud, a feisty old lady whose 
Alzheimer's/dementia is overtaking her as she struggles to make someone take her fears seriously 
that her old friend Elizabeth has gone missing. Maud is, of course, an unreliable narrator and one of 
the joys of reading this book is the way we are shown other people's perceptions from Maud's 
reporting of the things they say and do. Interwoven with the confusion of the present are Maud's very 
lucid memories of the sudden disappearance of her adored older sister Suki in 1946, which was never 

Hislop, Victoria Cartes Postales from Greece 429 Week after week, the postcards arrive, addressed to someone Ellie does not know, each signed with 
an initial: A.
These alluring cartes postales of Greece brighten her life and cast a spell on her. She decides she 
must see this country for herself. 
On the morning Ellie leaves for Athens, a notebook arrives. Its pages tell the story of a man's odyssey 

Hogan, Ruth Keeper of lost things 302 Meet the 'Keeper of Lost Things'...
Once a celebrated author of short stories now in his twilight years, Anthony Peardew has spent half 
his life collecting lost objects, trying to atone for a promise broken many years before.
Realising he is running out of time, he leaves his house and all its lost treasures to his assistant 
Laura, the one person he can trust to fulfil his legacy and reunite the thousands of objects with their 
rightful owners.
But the final wishes of the 'Keeper of Lost Things' have unforeseen repercussions which trigger a 

Honeyman, Gail Eleanor Oliphant Eleanor Oliphant has learned how to survive - but not how to live

Eleanor Oliphant leads a simple life. She wears the same clothes to work every day, eats the same 
meal deal for lunch every day and buys the same two bottles of vodka to drink every weekend.

Eleanor Oliphant is happy. Nothing is missing from her carefully timetabled life. Except, sometimes, 
everything.

One simple act of kindness is about to shatter the walls Eleanor has built around herself. Now she 
must learn how to navigate the world that everyone else seems to take for granted - while searching 
for the courage to face the dark corners she's avoided all her life.

Change can be good. Change can be bad. But surely any change is better than... fine?



Hollinghurst, Alan The sparsholt affair The Sparshot affair – Alan Hollinghurst
‘A highlight of Hollinghurst’s career, and one of the best books of the year’ Independent
In 1940, David Sparsholt goes up to Oxford University. Charismatic and good-looking, he seems to have little 
awareness of the effect he has on others, not least on the lonely and romantic Evert Dax. As the Blitz rages fifty 
miles away in London, the university exists in a strange limbo, in which nightly blackouts conceal secret liaisons. 
Aware that they will soon be called up, David and Evert forge an unlikely friendship that will colour their lives – 
and those of their friends – for decades to come . . .
The Sparsholt Affair tells the story of a circle of friends and families, with David and Evert at their centre; we see 
their reputations rise and fall, watch as one becomes the subject of a national scandal, and follow the impact of 

Holmes, JM How are you going to save 
yourself

Holt, Anne Beyond the truth 353 Four people are found shot dead at the luxury home of the Stahlbergs, one of Oslo's wealthiest dynasties and 
notorious for highly publicised infighting. Three of the dead are members of the family and the fourth victim is a 
seeming nobody. With so many years of bad blood, it's hard to narrow down a shortlist of suspects. Hanne 
Wilhelmsen is drafted in to untangle the family's complex, bitter history and find the killer. Working with her 
longtime police partner Billy T., the pair unearth numerous motives for the murders; each surviving member of 

Huf, Tammye A more perfect union
Hurley, Andrew 
Michael

The Loney 360 Two brother. One mute, the other his lifelong protector.  Year after year, their family visits the same 
sacred shrine on a desolate strip of coastline known as Loney, in desperate hope of a cure.  In the long 
hours of waiting, the boys are left alone. They cannot resist the causeway revealed with every turn of 
the treacherous tide, the old house they glimpse at its end..  MAny years on, Hanny is a grown man no 

Ironmonger, John Not forgetting the whale 360 When a young man washes up, naked, on the sands of St Piran in Cornwall, he is quickly rescued by 
the villagers. From the retired village doctor and the beachcomber, to the priest's flirtatious wife and the 
romantic novelist, they take this lost soul into their midst. But what the villagers don't know is that Joe 
Haak is a city analyst who has fled London, fearing he may - inadvertently - have caused a global 
financial collapse.
But is the end of the world really nigh? And what of the whale that lurks in the bay? Intimate, funny and 

Isaac, Jane Beneath the ashes Crime 291 The floor felt hard beneath her face. Nancy opened her eyes. Blinked several times. A pain seared 
through her head. She could feel fluid. No. She was lying in fluid.
When a body is discovered in a burnt-out barn in the Warwickshire countryside, DI Will Jackman is 
called to investigate.
Nancy Faraday wakes up on the kitchen floor. The house has been broken into and her boyfriend is 
missing. As the case unravels, DI Jackman realises that nothing is quite as it appears and everyone, it 

Issac, Catherine The world at my feet

John, F. Rebecca The haunting of henry twist 347 The haunting of henry twist – John F Rebecca
With great sensitivity and against the rich backdrop of 1920s London, Rebecca F. John draws us into 
the intimacy of a tight circle of friends reeling after the unexpected death of the ebullient Ruby Twist. 
The book explores how, in an attempt to find solace, grief makes us vulnerable and allows for the 
contemplation of previously inconceivable possibilities. There are mysteries at the heart of this novel 
that are wonderfully compelling, while the psychologies of individual characters are so beautifully 
drawn - always very human even if not always admirable - that by the book's end I felt haunted by their 



Johnson, Craig The Cold Dish 354 After 25 years as Sheriff of Absaroka County, Walt Longmire's hopes of ending his tenure in peace are 
dashed when Cody Pritchard is found dead near the Northern Cheyenne Reservation. Two years 
earlier, Cody was one of four high school boys given suspended sentences for raping a local Cheyenne 
girl. Somebody, it would seem, is seeking vengeance, and Longmire might be the only thing standing 
between the three remaining boys and a Sharps .45-70 rifle. With lifelong friend Henry Standing Bear 

Johnson, Daisy Everything under 263

Jones, Ruth Never Greener

Jones, Tayari An american marriage 306

Joyce, Rachel Music shop

Kamali, Marajan The Stationery shop of 
tehran

Kidd, Jess Things in jars

Kidd, sue monk The invention of wings 353 The No. 1 New York Times bestseller. THE INVENTION OF WINGS by Sue Monk Kidd was selected 
as an Oprah Book Club 2.0 pick on December 10, 2013. From the celebrated author of the international 
bestseller The Secret Life of Bees comes an extraordinary novel about two exceptional women. Sarah 
Grimke is the middle daughter. The one her mother calls difficult and her father calls remarkable. On 
Sarah's eleventh birthday, Hetty 'Handful' Grimke is taken from the slave quarters she shares with her 



Kingsolver, Barbara Flight Behaviour 597 "The flames now appeared to lift from individual treetops in showers of orange sparks, exploding the 
way a pine log does in a campfire when it is poked. The sparks spiralled upward in swirls like funnel 
clouds. Twisters of brightness against grey sky."
On the Appalachian Mountains above her home, a young mother discovers a beautiful and terrible 
marvel of nature: the monarch butterflies have not migrated south for the winter this year. Is this a 
miraculous message from God, or a spectacular sign of climate change. Entomology expert, Ovid 

Kirby, Carolyn The conviction of Cora Burns

Klinec, Jennifer Temporary Bride: A Memoir 
of Love And Food In Iran

211 A relationship was a mathematical formula: the correct variables of age, beauty, morality and finances 
were entered and the output was a successful, peaceful marriage. It couldn't be, therefore, that their 
Iranian son could feel desire for someone six years his senior, someone who didn't come to him pure 
and untouched. I was an amusing visitor from another world and soon enough I should return to it, 
fading quietly into an anecdote ... 
In her thirties, Jennifer Klinec abandons a corporate job to launch a cooking school from her London 
flat. Raised in Canada to Hungarian-Croatian parents, she has already travelled to countries most 
people are fearful of, in search of ancient recipes. Her quest leads her to Iran where, hair discreetly 
covered and eyes modest, she is introduced to a local woman who will teach her the secrets of the 
Persian kitchen.
Vahid, her son, is suspicious of the strange foreigner who turns up in his mother's kitchen; he is unused

Koch, Emily If I die before I wake 310

Korelitz, Jean Hanff Devil and Webster 356 Webster College: an elite New England campus and a world of learning where creativity and 
inclusiveness are the presiding principles. Naomi Roth, a feminist scholar, is named to the coveted 
position of Webster's president. 
When a student protest materializes, Naomi initially supports the movement, feeling proud and 
protective of the protesters, her own daughter Hannah among them. But the protest begins to fester, 
attracting students from other institutions and media. Attention begins to focus on one charismatic 
student, a Palestinian immigrant named Omar, and both the tension on campus and the essential 

Kraus, Ota The children's block



Lamb Wally we are water 564 A lady in her early fifties decides that she is gay, leaves her husband of twenty seven 
years and her three grown-up children to enter into a lesbian relationship and eventual 
marriage. This is perhaps not the most earth-shattering premise for a contemporary 
novel, but Wally Lamb is by no means a run of the mill modern novelist. Indeed, in his 

Land, Ali Good me bad me Thriller 338 When Annie hands her mother over to the police she hopes for a new start in life - but 
can we ever escape our past?
'NEW NAME. NEW FAMILY. SHINY. NEW. ME.'
Annie's mother is a serial killer. The only way Annie can make it stop is to hand her in to 
the police. 
 With a new foster family and a new name - Milly - she hopes for a fresh start. Now, 
surely, she can be whoever she wants to be. But as her mother's trial looms, the secrets 

f Mill ' t 't l t h lLancaster, Julie The weight of small things

Lapena, Shari Couple next door Thriller 344 You never know what's happening on the other side of the wall.
Your neighbour told you that she didn't want your six-month-old daughter at the dinner party. Nothing 
personal, she just couldn't stand her crying.
Your husband said it would be fine. After all, you only live next door. You'll have the baby monitor and 
you'll take it in turns to go back every half hour.

Lee, Harper Go set a watchman

Lee, Harper To Kill a Mockingbird 309 A Lawyer's advice to his children as he defends the real mockingbird of this enchanting classic - a black 
man charged with the rape of a white girl.  Through the eyes of Scout and Jem Finch, Harper Lee 
explores with exuberant humour the irrationality of adult attitudes to race and class in the Deep South of 

Lester, Alison Jean Yuki means happiness 275 Diana is young and uneasy in a new relationship whe she leaves America and moves halfway around 
the world seeking adventure. In Tokyo she takes a job as a nanny to two year old Yuki Yoshimura and 
sets about adapting to a routine of English practice, ballet and swimming lessons, and Japanese 

Lloyd,Sam The memory wood

Lupton, Rosamund Afterwards 466 Black smoke stains a summer blue sky. A school is on fire. And one mother, Grace, sees tne smoke 
and runs. She knows her teenage daughter Jenny is inside. She runs into the burning building to 
rescue her. Afterwards, Grace must find identity of the arsonist and protect her children from the person 

McDaniel, Tiffany The summer that melted 
everyting

310 When local prosecutor Autopsy Bliss publishes an invitation to the devil to come to the country town of 
Breathed, Ohio, nobody quite expects that he will turn up as a tattered and bruised thirteen-year old 
boy.  Fielding, the son of Autopsy, finds the boy outside the courthouse and brings him home, and he is 



MacGregor, Virginia Return of Norah Wells 487 One ordinary morning, Norah Wells walked out of her house on Willoughby Street and never looked 
back. Six years later, she returns to the home she left only to find another woman in her place. Fay held 
Norah's family together after she disappeared, she shares a bed with Norah's husband and Norah's 
youngest daughter calls Fay 'Mummy'.
Now that Norah has returned, everyone has questions. Where has she been? Why did she leave? And 
why is she back? As each member of the family tries to find the answers they need, they must also face 

MacKenzie, 
Rebecca

In a land of paper gods 332 Jiangxi Province, China, 1941. Atop the fabled mountain of Lushan perches a boarding school for the 
children of British missionaries. While her parents pursue their calling, ten-year-old Henrietta S. 
Robertson discovers that she, too, has been singled out by the Lord.
As Japanese invaders draw closer, Etta and her dorm mates retreat into a world where boundaries 
between make believe and reality become dangerously blurred. So begins a remarkable journey, 

MacKin, Jeanne The last collection 340
MacMillan Gilly Burnt Paper Sky 483 Rachel Jenner turned her back for a moment. Now her eight-year-old son Ben is missing.

But what really happened that fateful afternoon?
Caught between her personal tragedy and a public who have turned against her, there is nobody left 
who Rachel can trust. But can the nation trust Rachel?

Malik, Rachel Miss Boston and miss 
Hargreeves

283

Mandel, Emily St. 
John

Station Eleven 333 What was lost in the collapse: almost everything, almost everyone, but there is still such beauty.
One snowy night in Toronto famous actor Arthur Leander dies on stage whilst performing the role of a 
lifetime. That same evening a deadly virus touches down in North America. 
The world will never be the same again. 
Twenty years later Kirsten, an actress in the Travelling Symphony, performs Shakespeare in the 
settlements that have grown up since the collapse. 
But then her newly hopeful world is threatened. 
If civilization was lost, what would you preserve? And how far would you go to protect it?

Marsons Angela Silent Scream Murder 385 Silent Scream is quite simply a fantastic debut crime thriller. It’s based around DI Kim Stone who grabs 
your interest and respect from the very start to the finish of the book. Angela Marsons has found a 
formula and a character that ensures this is a story not to be missed. Once I started reading it was hard 

Mazzola, Anna The Unseeing Historical 353 After Sarah petitions for mercy, Edmund Fleetwood is appointed to investigate and consider whether 
justice has been done. Idealistic, but struggling with his own demons, Edmund is determined to seek 
out the truth. Yet Sarah refuses to help him, neither lying nor adding anything to the evidence gathered 
in court. Edmund knows she's hiding something, but needs to discover just why she's maintaining her 

Merritt, Matt A sky full of birds Non/Fic 221 Britain is a nation of bird-lovers. However, few of us fully appreciate the sheer scale, variety and drama 
of our avian life. From city-centre hunters to vast flocks straight out of the Arctic wilderness, much-loved 
dawn songsters to the exotic invaders of supermarket car parks, a host of remarkable wildlife 
spectacles are waiting to be discovered right outside our front doors.
In A Sky Full of Birds, poet and nature writer Matt Merritt shares his passion for birdwatching by taking 
us to some of the great avian gatherings that occur around the British isles – from ravens in Anglesey 



Miller, Madeline The song of Achilles 352 Greece in the age of heroes. Patroclus, an awkward young prince, has been exiled to the court of King 
Peleus and his perfect son Achilles. Despite their differences, Achilles befriends the shamed prince, 
and as they grow into young men skilled in the arts of war and medicine, their bond blossoms into 
something deeper - despite the displeasure of Achilles's mother Thetis, a cruel sea goddess. But when 

Mills, Mark Where dead men meet Thriller 435 Paris, 1937. Luke Hamilton - a junior air intelligence officer at the British Embassy - finds himself the target of an 
assassination attempt. A clear case of mistaken identity, or so it first appears. As Luke is hunted across a 
continent sliding towards war, he comes to learn that the answers lie deep in a past that predates his 

Mitchell, David Slade house Turn down Slade Alley - narrow, dank and easy to miss, even when you're lokking for it.  Find the small black 
iron door set into the right-hand wall.  No handle, no keyhole, but at your touch it swings open.  Enter the sunlit 
garden of an old house that doesn't quite make sense; too grand for the shabby neighbourhood, too large for the 
space it occupies.  A stranger greets you and invites you inside.  At first, you won't want to leave,. Later, you'll 
find that you can't.

Moore, Liz Long bright river

Mosse, Kate The burning chambers

Moriarty, Jaclyn Gravity is the thing

Morris, Heather The tattooist of Auschwitz The Tattooist of Auschwitz is the improbable love story of Sokolov and his wife, Gita, who met as 
prisoners at the infamous concentration camp on the day that Sokolov, chief tattooist at the camp, 
inked Gita’s arm with her identification number. A love story beginning with an act Sokolov himself calls 
“defiling” presented Morris with an immediate challenge, but so did Sokolov’s overall role in the camp, 
which haunted him still

Morton, Kate Secret keeper 588 "In this fascinating story, filled with twists and turns enough to satisfy the most discerning listener, three 
lives become serendipitously but irrevocably intertwined in England during WWII. They leave in their 
wake a trail of clues that must be pieced together many years later to solve the mystery of the death of 
a stranger, witnessed by a child in a tree house. Caroline Lee's ability to make each character's voice a 

Moyes, Jojo Girl you left behind 540 Even as Moyes tackles the inflammatory issues around art stolen during wartime, she never loses sight 
of the driving engine of her narrative . . . this pleasurably assured writer skilfully balances the quotidian 
and the comic with the broad and universal, leaving us with the tantalising possibility of a potential 



Nadin, Joanna The queen of bloody 
everything

375 Everyone believes Alex is in a coma, unlikely to ever wake up. As his family debate withdrawing life 
support, he can only listen.

But he soon begins to suspect that his accident wasn’t really an accident. Even worse, the perpetrator 
is still out there and Alex is not the only one in danger.

Alex must use a series of clues from his past to solve the mystery of who tried to kill him. He needs to 
protect those he loves – before they decide to let him go

Neill, Fiona The Betrayls
Norman, Charity The secrets of strangers

North, Claire First Fifteen Lives Of Harry 
August

405 Harry August is on his deathbed. Again. 
No matter what he does or the decisions he makes, when death comes, Harry always returns to where he 
began, a child with all the knowledge of a life he has already lived a dozen times before. Nothing ever changes.
Until now.
As Harry nears the end of his eleventh life, a little girl appears at his bedside. 'I nearly missed you, Doctor 
August,' she says. 'I need to send a message.'
This is the story of what Harry does next, and what he did before, and how he tries to save a past he cannot 

Northup, Solomon 12 years a slave 229 Powerful and riveting condemnation of American slavery, 12 Years a Slave is the harrowing true story of 
Solomon Northup who was kidnapped and sold into slavery, enduring unimaginable degradation and abuse until 
his rescue twelve years later. Steve McQueen's powerful film adaptation starring Chiwetel Ejiofor, Brad Pitt, 
Michael Fassbender and Benedict Cumberbatch won Best Picture at both the Oscars and the Golden Globes in 
2014. Tricked by two men offering him a job as a musician in New York State in 1841, Solomon Northup was 

O'Neill, Louise Almost love 322

O'Porter, Dawn The cows 439 Three women. A whole world of judgement.
Tara, Cam and Stella are very different women. Yet in a society that sets the agenda, there’s something 
about being a woman that ties invisible bonds between us.
When one extraordinary event rockets Tara to online infamy, their three worlds collide in ways they 
could never imagine – and they discover that one woman’s catastrophe might just be another’s 
inspiration.



Obama, Barack A promised land

Owens, Nikki Where the Crawdads sing

Owen Nikki Spider in the Corner of the 
Room

Plastic surgeon Dr Maria Martinez has Asperger’s. Convicted of killing a priest, she is alone, in prison and has 
no memory of the murder. 
DNA evidence places Maria at the scene of the crime, yet she claims she’s innocent. Then she starts to 
remember… 
A strange room. Strange people. Being watched. 
As Maria gets closer to the truth she is drawn into a web of international intrigue and must fight not only to clear 
her name but to remain alive.

Palacio, R. J. Wonder         362 My name is August.
I won't describe to you what I look like.
Whatever you're thinking, it's probably worse.'
Ten-year-old August Pullman wants to be ordinary. He does ordinary things. He eats ice-cream. He 
plays on his Xbox. He feels ordinary - inside.
But Auggie is far from ordinary. Born with a terrible facial abnormality, he has been home-schooled by 
his parents his entire life, in an attempt to protect him from the cruelty of the outside world. Now, 
Auggie's parents are sending him to a real school. Can he convince his new classmates that he's just 

Plampin Matthew Will and Tom 321 Will & Tom is a glimpse into the life of the infamous artist JMW Turner as a young man during a week 
spent at Harewood House fighting for a commission against his childhood friend and rival Tom Girtin.
1797, West Yorkshire.
When rising artist Will Turner arrives at Harewood House in high summer, his intention is to sketch the 
house and grounds, receive his commission and return to London, where he has started attracting 
serious attention at the Royal Academy.
But things at the grand house are not quite as he expects. The atmosphere is strange, both above and 
below stairs, and Will’s treatment by his hosts is surprisingly offhand. Most perplexing of all, however, is 
the appearance of another painter – his childhood friend and now rival, Tom Girtin. While Tom is 
welcomed into the aristocratic circle Will finds few allies As it becomes harder to ignore the whispers



Parks, Adele If you go away 477 Daring debutante Vivian Foster has London society at her feet - all she needs is a proposal to complete her 
triumphant season. A moment's indiscretion causes her worl to crumble, just as the country around her erupts 
into devastating war.  Everything seems bleak. Until she meets Howard.  Celebrated playwright Howard 
Henderson wants no part in the killing of a faceless enemy, but refusing to fight will lead to imprionsment, even 
death. He wishes he could convey the depth of inhumanity he witnessed at the Front but the words won't come. 

Pearson, Allison How hard can it be? Kate Roddy is counting down the days unitl is fifity, but not in a good way. Fifty, in Kat'e mind, equals invisibilty, and she 
caught between her traitorous hormones, unknowable teenage children and ailing parents. She's back at work after a 
break, now that her husband Rich has dropped out of the rat race to master the art of mindfulness. But just as Kate is 
finding a few tricks to get by, her old client and flame Jack reappers - complicated doesn't even begin to cover it...

Penney, Stef Under a Pole Star Historical 596 Flora Mackie was twelve when she first crossed the Arctic Circle on her father's whaling ship. Now she is returning to the 
frozen seas as head of her own expedition of exploration.
Jakob de Beyn was raised in Manhattan but his yearning for new horizons leads him to the Arctic as part of a rival 
expedition. When he and Flora meet there is an instant connection that slowly builds to become an all-consuming love. The 
affair survives the growing tensions between the two groups. Then, after one last glorious summer on the Greenland coast, 
Jakob joins his leader on an extended trip into the interior, with devastating results. 
The stark beauty of the Arctic, where pack ice can crush a ship like an eggshell, and the empty sweep of the tundra, 
alternately a snow-muffled wasteland and an unexpectedly gentle meadow, are vividly evoked. Against this backdrop Stef 

Perry, Sarah After me comes the flood 232 One hot summer's day, John Cole decides to leave his life behind. He shuts up the bookshop no one 
ever comes to and drives out of London. When his car breaks down on an isolated road, he goes 
looking for help and stumbles into the grounds of a grand but dilapidated house. Its residents welcome 
him with open arms - but there's more to this strange community than meets the eye. They all know 

Pinborough, Sarah Behind her eyes Thriller 373 Louise
Since her husband walked out, Louise has made her son her world, supporting them both with her part-
time job. But all that changes when she meets…
David
Young, successful and charming – Louise cannot believe a man like him would look at her twice let 
alone be attracted to her. But that all comes to a grinding halt when she meets his wife…
Adele
Beautiful, elegant and sweet – Louise's new friend seems perfect in every way. As she becomes 
obsessed by this flawless couple, entangled in the intricate web of their marriage, they each, in turn, 
reach out to her.
But only when she gets to know them both does she begin to see the cracks… Is David really is the 
man she thought she knew and is Adele as vulnerable as she appears?

Prior, Hazel Away with the Penguins

Rice, James Alice and the fly 323 This is a book about phobias and obsessions, isolation and dark corners. It's about families, 
friendships, and carefully preserved secrets. But above everything else it's about love. Finding love - in 
any of its forms - and nurturing it. 

Miss Hayes has a new theory. She thinks my condition's caused by some traumatic incident from my 
past I keep deep-rooted in my mind. As soon as I come clean I'll flood out all these tears and it'll all be 
ok and I won't be scared of Them anymore. The truth is I can't think of any single traumatic childhood 
incident to tell her. I mean, there are plenty of bad memories - Herb's death, or the time I bit the hole in 



Richell, Hannah The shadow year 467 1980. On a hot summer's day five friends stumble upon an abandoned cottage hidden deep in the 
English countryside. Isolated and run-down, it offers a retreat, somewhere they can escape from the 
world. But as the seasons change, tensions begin to rise...Three decades later, Lila arrives at the 
remote cottage. Bruised from a tragic accident and with her marriage in crisis, she finds renovating the 

Riordan, Kate Girl In The Photograph 438 For fans of Kate Mosse and Kate Morton comes a haunting novel about two women separated by 
decades but entwined by fate.
When Alice Eveleigh arrives at Fiercombe Manor during the long, languid summer of 1933, she finds a 
house steeped in mystery and brimming with secrets. Sadness permeates its empty rooms and the 
isolated valley seems crowded with ghosts, none more alluring than Elizabeth Stanton whose only 
traces remain in a few tantalisingly blurred photographs. Why will no one speak of her? What 
happened a generation ago to make her vanish?
As the sun beats down relentlessly, Alice becomes ever more determined to unearth the truth about the 

Roberts, George From ten down to three 217 In 1986, James collapses after a game of football at school. The cause is diagnosed as a tumour on 
the brain. Although treatment is successful, James will never be the footballer he was. The story of 
James continues on into his thirties as he falls in love, starts a family and becomes, in a modest way, a 
hero. In From Ten Down to Three George Roberts examines fate as events happen in James's life that 
leave him questioning whether things are meant to be or are simply coincidence. A phone call made in 

Rooney, Sally Normal people

. Will 496 William Shakespeare is dying, with his lawyer at his bedside. It is time to dictate his will. But how can a 
man put his affairs in order before he's come to terms with his past? Acclaimed poet, novelist, and 
Shakespeare professor Christopher Rush has put thirty years of scholarship and creativity into this 
unforgettable re-imagining of the Bard's life. Rush takes readers into the mind of William Shakespeare, 
a man whose almost superhuman art was forged from very human frailties and misfortunes. Will takes 
us back to Shakespeare's childhood, his first encounters with sex, and the dangers of politics, plague, 
and love. We hear the chilling account of the Tyburn executions, see him crossing the frozen Thames 

Sanderson, J Mixtape



Sanghera, Sathnam Marriage material 302 To Arjan Banga, returning to the Black Country after the unexpected death of his father, his family's 
corner shop represents everything he has tried to leave behind - a lethargic pace of life, insular rituals 
and ways of thinking. But when his mother insists on keeping the shop open, he finds himself being 
dragged back, forced into big decisions about his imminent marriage back in London and uncovering 
the history of his broken family - the elopement and mixed-race marriage of his aunt Surinder, the 
betrayals and loyalties, loves and regrets that have played out in the shop over more than fifty years.
Taking inspiration from Arnold Bennett's classic novel The Old Wives' Tale, Marriage Material tells the 
story of three generations of a family through the prism of a Wolverhampton corner shop - itself a 

Searle, Nicholas Good liar 360 Roy is a conman living in a small English town, about to pull off his final con. He is going to meet and 
woo a beautiful woman. He will swiftly move in with her and together they will live the seemingly calm 
life of a retired couple - evenings in front of the television, a little holiday in Berlin. Then he will slip away 
with her life savings.
But who is the man behind the con and what has he had to do to survive this life of lies? 

Seddon, Holly Try not to breathe 369 Alex is sinking. Slowly but surely, she's cut herself off from everything but her one true love - drink. Until 
she's forced to write a piece about a coma ward, where she meets Amy.
Amy is lost. When she was fifteen, she was attacked and left for dead in a park. Her attacker was never 
found. Since then, she has drifted in a lonely, timeless place. She's as good as dead, but not even her 
doctors are sure how much she understands.
Alex and Amy grew up in the same suburbs, played the same music, flirted with the same boys. And as 
Alex begins to investigate the attack, she opens the door to the same danger that has left Amy in a 

Shannon, 
Samantha

Bone Season 452 EVEN A DREAMER CAN START A REVOLUTION
Nineteen-year-old Paige Mahoney works in the criminal underworld of Scion London. Her job: to scout 
for information by breaking into people's minds. For Paige is a dreamwalker, a clairvoyant and, in the 
world of Scion, she commits treason simply by breathing.

Silver, Marisa Little nothing Little nothing – Marisa Silver
In an unnamed country at the beginning of the last century, a peasant couple longs for a child. In 
despair they turn to gypsy tonics and archaic prescriptions, and one cold wintery night, the couple’s 
wish comes true. But the silence that follows the birth forewarns of darker days to come. Strangers look 
on askance and fall speechless in the child’s presence, and villagers protectively hush their children as 
they pass on narrow market lanes. Pavla is no ordinary child, but then this is no ordinary tale.
Woven throughout is the story of Danilo, a young man who sees beauty where others see ugliness, and 
who is obsessed only with protecting Pavla. Drawing from a rich tapestry of fables, fairy tales and 

Shute, Nevil A town like Alice 351 Jean Paget is just twenty years old and working in Malaya when the Japanese invasion begins. When 
she is captured she joins a group of other European women and children whom the Japanese force to 
march for miles through the jungle - an experience that leads to the deaths of many. Due to her 
courageous spirit and ability to speak Malay, Jean takes on the role of leader of the sorry gaggle of 
prisoners and many end up owing their lives to her indomitable spirit. While on the march, the group 
run into some Australian prisoners, one of whom, Joe Harman, helps them steal some food, and is 
horrifically punished by the Japanese as a result. After the war, Jean tracks Joe down in Australia and 
together they begin to dream of surmounting the past and transforming his one-horse outback town into 
a thriving community like Alice Springs...



Sixsmith, Martin Philomena 452 When she fell pregnant as a teenager in Ireland in 1952, Philomena Lee was sent to the convent at 
Roscrea in Co. Tipperary to be looked after as a fallen woman. She cared for her baby for three years 
until the Church took him from her and sold him, like countless others, to America for adoption. 
Coerced into signing a document promising never to attempt to see her child again, she nonetheless 

Skinner, Richard The Mirror 319 Erik Satie - composer, dandy, eccentric - is dead. Told to select one memory to take with him into the 
afterlife, he finds himself in limbo with a community of the deceased, looking back at his fifty-nine years 
for their most precious moments. Evenings of absinthe at the Chat Noir? Friendships with Debussy, 
Duchamp and Man Ray? What of his great musical triumphs and disasters? How will he choose his 
own legacy before silent whiteness descends?
Venice, 1511. In the convent of Sant' Alvise, Oliva is about to take the veil and become a bride of 
Christ. When her world is shaken - first, literally, by an earthquake, and then, spiritually, by forces that 

Slevin, Martin Little girl in the radiator 233 This is not just another isn't dementia awful moan. It is a very honest and clear account of five years of 
a son looking after his mother - at home, in care homes and hospitals.... Slevin is a great raconteur, 

Stanisic, Sasa Before the feast 313 It's the evening before the feast in the village of Fürstenfelde (population: declining), but not everyone is 
asleep. The local artist, wearing an evening dress and gum-boots, goes down to the lake under cover 
of darkness. The village archivist is kept awake by ancient tales that threaten to take on a life of their 
own. A retired lieutenant-colonel weighs his pistol, and his future, in his hand. And eighteen-year-old 
Anna, namesake of the Feast, prepares to take her place in tomorrow's festival of drinking and dancing, 
eating and burning.

Stedman, M. L. The Light Between Oceans 461 A boat washes up on the shore of a remote lighthouse keeper's island. It holds a dead man - and a 
crying baby. The only two islanders, Tom and his wife Izzy, are about to make a devastating decision. 
They break the rules and follow their hearts. What happens next will break yours.

Strayed, Cheryl Wild Non-fic 315 At twenty-six, Cheryl Strayed thought she had lost everything. In the wake of her mother's rapid death 
from cancer, her family disbanded and her marriage crumbled. With nothing to lose, she made the 
most impulsive decision of her life: to walk eleven-hundred miles of the west coast of America and to do 

Syal Meera House of hidden Mothers 419 Really enjoyed this novel , a tale including tragedy , humour and pathos , I loved the descriptions and 
contrasts between East London and India - both rural and urban - and the link between the women 
characters who were well develpoed and described characters. The story is simple in its inception : in 
England older woman in a relationship with younger man wants a child but is unable to naturally 

Taylor, Andrew The last protector 428

Todd, G. X. Defender 451 In a world where long drinks are in short supply, a stranger listens to the voice in his head tellinghim to 
buy a lemonade from the girl stting on a dusty road.  The moment locks them together. Here and now 
its dangerous to listen to your inner voice.  Those who do, keep it quiet. These voices have purpose. 

Thompson, Tade Rosewater 389



Tremain, Rose Gustav Sonata 308 What is the difference between friendship and love? 
Gustav grows up in a small town in Switzerland, where the horrors of the Second World War seem a 
distant echo. But Gustav’s father has mysteriously died, and his adored mother Emilie is strangely cold 
and indifferent to him. Gustav’s life is a lonely one until he meets Anton. An intense lifelong friendship 
develops but Anton fails to understand how deeply and irrevocably his life and Gustav’s are entwined 
until it is almost too late...

Tremayne, S. K. Fire Child Thriller 389 IT TOOK ONLY SIX WORDS TO SHATTER HER DREAMS…
When Rachel marries handsome David and moves to a beautiful house in Cornwall, she gains wealth, 
love, and an affectionate stepson, Jamie.
But then Jamie’s behaviour changes, and her perfect life begins to unravel. He makes disturbing 
predictions, claiming to be haunted by the spectre of his late mother. As September slips away and 
December looms, Rachel grows increasingly suspicious of her husband – and begins to suspect there 

Vaughan, Sarah Anatomy of scandal 396

Vickers, Salley Cousins 392 Brilliant and mercurial Will Tye suffers a life changing accident. The terrible event ripples through three 
generations of the complex and eccentric Tye family, bringing to light old tragedies and dangerous 
secrets. Each member of the family holds some clue to the chain of events which may have led to the 
accident and each holds themselves to blame. Most closely affected is Will's cousin Cecelia, whose 
affinity with Will leaves her most vulnerable to his suffering and whose own life is for ever changed by 
how she will respond to it.
Told through the eyes of three women close to Will, his sister, his grandmother and his aunt, Cousins is 

Victor, Hugo Les Miserables

De Waal, Kit My name is leon 262 Leon is nine, and has a perfect baby brother called Jake. They have gone to live with Maureen, who 
has fuzzy red hair like a halo, and a belly like Father Christmas.  Bu the adults are speaking in low 
voices, and wearing Pretend faces.  They are threatening to give Jake to stangers, since Jake is white 
and Leon is not.  As Leon struggles to cope with his Anger, certain things can still make him smile - like 

Walker, Adrian J. End of the world running club 454 When the world ends and you find yourself stranded on the wrong side of the country, every second 
counts.

Walters, Louise Mrs Sinclair's Suitcase Roberta likes to collect the letters and postcards she finds in second-hand books. When her father 
gives her some of her grandmother's belongings, she finds a baffling letter from the grandfather she 
never knew - dated after he supposedly died in the war
Dorothy is unhappily married to Albert, who is away at war. When an aeroplane crashes in the field 
behind her house she meets Squadron Leader Jan Pietrykowski, and as their bond deepens she dares 
to hope she might find happiness. But fate has other plans for them both, a soon she is hiding a secret 



Wark Kirsty Legacy of Elizabeth Pringle 434 This is a beautiful book and a real tribute to Scotland and more specifically to Arran. It leaves me with a 
tremendous desire to visit Arran and follow in the footsteps of Elizabeth and Martha walking in the 
forest glens, mountains and beaches they visited soaking up the atmosphere of this special island. 
Wark not only describes the wonderful wildlife from 'oyster catchers skittering over the water', 'ringed 
plovers sounding the alarm' and 'the distant chirrup of sandpipers' but also the wild garlic and the 

Weaver, Tim Never coming back 532 Never Coming Back is the brilliant new missing persons case in the David Raker series by Tim 
Weaver. A Secret that will change lives forever. It was supposed to be the start of a big night out. But 
when Emily Kane arrives at her sister Carrie's house, she finds the front door unlocked and no one 
inside. Dinner's cooking, the TV's on. Carrie, her husband and their two daughters are gone. When the 
police draw a blank, Emily asks missing persons investigator David Raker to find them. It's clear 

The Graduate 192 As far as Benjamin Braddock’s parents are concerned, his future is sewn up.  Now he has graduated 
from college he will go on to be a success, get a good job and enjoy a life of money, cocktails and pool 
parties in the suburbs just like them.  For Benjamin, however, this isn’t quite enough.  When his 
parents’ friend Mrs Robinson, a formidable older woman, strips naked in front of him and they begin an 

Whitehead, Colson Underground Railroad Historical 366 Cora is a slave on a cotton plantation in Georgia. All the slaves lead a hellish existence, but Cora has it 
worse than most; she is an outcast even among her fellow Africans and she is approaching 
womanhood, where it is clear even greater pain awaits. When Caesar, a slave recently arrived from 
Virginia, tells her about the Underground Railroad, they take the perilous decision to escape to the 
North.
In Whitehead's razor-sharp imagining of the antebellum South, the Underground Railroad has assumed 
a physical form: a dilapidated box car pulled along subterranean tracks by a steam locomotive, picking 
up fugitives wherever it can. Cora and Caesar's first stop is South Carolina, in a city that initially seems 
like a haven. But its placid surface masks an infernal scheme designed for its unknowing black 
inhabitants. And even worse: Ridgeway, the relentless slave catcher sent to find Cora, is close on their 
heels. Forced to flee again, Cora embarks on a harrowing flight, state by state, seeking true freedom.

Wilkinson, Lauren American Spy

Williams, Tad The dirty streets of heaven 406 BOBBY DOLLAR ISN'T YOUR AVERAGE ANGEL. Sure, he takes the occasional trip to Heaven, but 
his job as an advocate - arguing the fate of the recently deceased - keeps him pretty busy on Earth, and 
he's more than happy to spend the rest of his time propping up the bar with his fellow immortals. Until 
the day a soul goes missing, presumed stolen by 'the other side'. A new chapter in the war between 

Winman, Sarah A year of marvellous ways 318 This is a story about Marvellous Ways, an eighty-nine-year-old woman who sits by a creek in Cornwall, 
waiting for a last adventure. And it's about Francis Drake, a young soldier who washes up there, reeling 
from war and broken hearted. It's about the magic in everday life and the lure of the sea, the healing 

Winman, Sarah Tin man It begins with a painting won in a raffle: fifteen sunflowers, hung on the wall by a woman who believes 
that men and boys are capable of beautiful things.
And then there are two boys, Ellis and Michael,
who are inseparable.
And the boys become men,
and then Annie walks into their lives,
and it changes nothing and everything.



Winter, Tom Lost and found 312 It started with a letter...It's hard for Carol to admit her failings. Unhappy in her marriage and with a 
teenage daughter who will barely converse with her, she feels trapped. So she puts pen to paper; well, 
it seems less daunting than airing her thoughts aloud. She isn't expecting anyone to read her letters, so 
she doesn't address them. Instead, she marks them with a smiley face and pops them in the post box. 
Albert's retirement day at Royal Mail looms and he's given one final task; organise the 'lost letters' that 

Wood, Naomi Mrs Hemingway 317 In the dazzling summer of 1926, Ernest Hemingway and his wife Hadley travel from their home in Paris 
to a villa in the south of France. They swim, play bridge and drink gin. But wherever they go they are 
accompanied by the glamorous and irrepressible Fife. Fife is Hadley’s best friend. She is also Ernest’s 
lover.
Hadley is the first Mrs. Hemingway, but neither she nor Fife will be the last. Over the ensuing decades, 
Ernest’s literary career will blaze a trail, but his marriages will be ignited by passion and deceit. Four 
extraordinary women will learn what it means to love the most famous writer of his generation, and 

Zafon, Carlos Ruiz The labyrinth of the spirits 801
Zayyan, Hafsa We are all birds of Uganda


